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Member Showcase
I can’t share any pictures or stories of our
current bowling antics but I do know that,
aside from bowling skills, Henderson
Bowling Club members are a talented
bunch in a variety of way.
I am going to showcase some of these
talents, starting now with Dick Smith.
You can check out his great writing skills
later in this newsletter!
Of course, I can’t share anything if you
don’t share it with me first! Whatever it is
that you do; write, knit, sew, bake, draw,
take photographs…anything! Send it to
me via dickinson1@orcon.net.nz and I
will share it.

hbc

bowling

LIGHTS! ACTION!
Who could ever have guessed that the most important action we could take was
actually – inaction! Here we are, doing our bit, staying put!
The good news is, it’s not forever. When we come back some things will be the same,
and some things will be different. What that will look like, nobody knows just yet.
We have certainly had plenty of time for reflection. There are many stories
circulating of the small things that can make such a difference. Like the neighbour we
have never met who left a bottle of wine at our door. And it was red ☺
The current situation has shone a light on to the people who are looking after us; the
bin men and the Posties, the dairy owners, the health care workers, the people who
stack the shelves at the supermarket, Police and Firemen etc. etc. The interesting
thing is, these people were there all along, doing what they do. Of course we are more
vulnerable right now and so their efforts are more noticeable. We’re looking out for
each other more, but we’ve always been here, living side by side.
When this has passed, let’s hope that one of things that remains with us is the value of
the people around us.
Happy Easter Everyone!

H4
Congratulations
if you got it
right!

Here is the jack!

Bowls Trivia RESULTS
Which famous sailor was said to be playing
bowls at the time of being informed of an
impending attack? Sir Francis Drake
It’s an interesting story. If you like to read more
click here.
https://www.historylearningsite.co.uk/tudorengland/the-spanish-armada/
Which modern day player has the won the
world indoor championship 5 times?
Alex Marshall
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Indoor_B
owls_Championships
What is Diane’s middle name?
No middle name! T’was a trick question.

On the world bowls tour circuit, who is known as
the Devon Destroyer? Ian Bond
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/marshallundone-by-the-destroyer-wjnc0nk9z50

Where were the 2008 outdoor World Bowls
Championships held?
Christchurch
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2008_World_Outdo
or_Bowls_Championship

Were you
listening?
All these songs have
been played (a lot) at
the Club!
Can you recognise
them just by their lyrics
and year of release?

• Clue: 1968
Only you can make this change in me. For it’s true you are my
destiny, when you hold my hand, I understand the magic that you do.
• Clue: 1974
I'd heard about you before, I wanted to know some more. And now I
know what they mean, you're a love machine - Oh, you make me
dizzy.
• Clue: 1971
You and I will make each night a first, everyday a new beginning, oh
everyday a beginning. Darling do you know you make my spirits rise,
spirits rise, and their dance is unrehearsed.
• Clue: 1992
So tired that I couldn't even sleep, so many secrets I couldn't keep.
Promised myself I wouldn't weep. one more promise I couldn't keep.

Previous results. 1965: Baby You Car Ride My Car by The Beatles

1972: Peaceful, Easy Feeling by The Eagles.

Answers in the next newsletter.

LOCKDOWN LIBRARY

Caption
Competition!

What are they discussing? What is Tom thinking? What is Ray thinking?

Caption Competition: Send your entries to Diane on dickinson1@orcon.net.nz , and (if they are shareable)
I will share the best ones.

Some things we miss a lot, others not so much!

Fourteen Days

by Dick Smith

The captain stood up straight and true a noble polished man,
The first mate standing next to him gave strength as only first mates can,
The engineers were there as well and so were all the crew,
The chefs and cooks and washers up, the maids, the nurses too.
And all the passengers were there of course, they really had to be,
The orders were to gather all, quick smart by half past three.
“We left Shanghai two days ago,” the captain spoke, a tremor in his voice,
“Our ship is strong, our crew is great so we should all rejoice,
Good time we’ve made with weather calm and winds that do not blow,
But news has come and it is ill and sadly you must know.
A plague has struck the China shores and deadly lies in wait
For people who’ve been there at all especially as of late.
And I’ve been told to slow my ship and make my voyage long,
To idle through the tropic nights and miss out fair Hong Kong,
We’re quarantined my shipboard mates, to land we cannot go
For fourteen slow and boring days so patience you must grow.
And that’s not all my erstwhile friends I have one order more
For in your cabins you must stay till time to go ashore.”

A gasp went through the crowded lounge, the shock and horror grew
The cries of rage, the anguished shrieks, bore likeness to a zoo.
“Oh dear, oh dear” cried one big man, this really cannot be
“If I’m not back my wife will know that I’ve been all at sea”
“Alas alack and woe is me,” wailed many a sorry soul,
“The boss will find we’ve not been sick, We’re really in a hole.”

And stalwart men broke down and cried, it really was a shame,
And women sighed and children wept, their thoughts were all the same,
The magic cruise, the wondrous ship the place of endless fun
A prison now would just become the concept struck them dumb.
Fourteen days just cabin bound, two weeks of boring hell
Just books and games and rationed food and Sky T.V. as well

So on and on the liner limped the engine running slow
The food grew short, supplies ran out and alcohol was low.
The officers were fine of course they made the rules of right
Their booze and all their fancy foods were seldom out of sight,
But in the cabins life was dire with boredom, sloth and rage
The book of life was long indeed with sadness on each page.
But bad times pass and good times come and nightmares duly end,
For no one died and none were sick and tempers they did mend.
The ship reached port as time was up, the customs let them land
And joy there was and happy shouts were heard on every hand.
But if you think that these good folk will book a cruise next year
Just hold your tongue as they proclaim with vehemence “NO FEAR.”

Hello Henderson Bowling Club
How are you all? I am truly missing all your smiling faces, when I come and help serve the hot
drinks at your tournaments.

A message
from our
friend Amy at
Ryman.

We are all living in unprecedented times and are trying our best to adapt to this changing
situation. I am working from home making welfare calls to people registered on our friends of
the village list; it has been wonderful to speak with people and learn about how they are doing
during these different times.
It is important that we all help stop the spread of COVID-19 and stay home, which can be
challenging in many different ways. We are fortunate that our family lives in the beautiful
Browns Bay and close to the beach. My husband and two daughters have been taking the time
to enjoy daily walks to get some fresh air. Locals have been great at keeping their social
distance while walking. We have been truly fortunate that to date the weather has also been
kind to us here in Auckland.
Looking at the forecast for Easter, we may get some wet weather. The attached Ryman digital
magazines may just be in time to bring you some enjoyment while you are at home. They are
packed full of virtual fun, crafts, recipes, exercises, puzzles, and tips. The magazines are for you
to enjoy at your leisure.
Take care and we look forward to seeing you all again soon.

Hibernate - Embrace the Gift of Time:

Warm regards

https://issuu.com/rymanhealthcareltd/docs/h_w_magazine_b
ook_digital_interactive

Amy Richardson

Hop, skip and jump into Easter fun at home:

Ryman Healthcare, Lincoln Road

https://issuu.com/rymanhealthcareltd/docs/h_w_magazine_e
aster_insert

027 208 4392

Happy Easter
Everyone!

